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Abstract—Automatic modulation classification (AMC) is a key
technique for designing non-cooperative communication systems,
and deep learning (DL) is applied effectively to AMC for
improving classification accuracy. However, most of the DL-based
AMC methods have a large number of parameters and high
computational complexity, and they cannot be directly applied
to scenarios with limited computing power and storage space. In
this paper, we propose a lightweight and low-complexity AMC
method using ultra lite convolutional neural network (ULCNN),
which is based on multiple tricks, including data augmentation,
complex-valued convolution, separable convolution, channel
attention, and channel shuffle. Simulation results demonstrate
that our proposed ULCNN-based AMC method achieves the
average accuracy of 62.47% on RML2016.10a and only 9,751
parameters. Moreover, ULCNN is verified on a typical edge
device (Raspberry Pi), where interference time per sample is
about 0.775 ms. The reproducible code can be downloaded from
GitHub1 .
Index Terms—Automatic modulation classification (AMC),
deep learning (DL), lightweight, low-complexity.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Automatic modulation classification (AMC) is a promising
technology for analyzing the characteristics of signals, and
it has wide applications in both military and civilian
scenarios. Existing AMC methods are maily categorized into
the likelihood-based methods and the feature-based methods
[1]. The former needs to design likelihood function based
on channel state information and modulation types, which
has high accuracy and high computational complexity. The
latter is originally based on artificial features, such as high
order cumulant, cyclostationary characteristics and wavelet
transform features, with low computational complexity, but its
performance is not as great as that of the former. However,
with the development of deep learning (DL), the features for
AMC can be automatically extracted from huge amount of
samples by convolutional neural network (CNN) [2], recurrent
neural network (RNN) [3], graph neural network (GNN) [4],
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and . The performance of the latter has been greatly improved,
which can be very close to that of the former.
T. O’Shea et al. [5] firstly exposed a AMC dataset,
i.e., RML2016.10a, and proposed a VT-CNN2 model for
AMC. The effectiveness of DL for AMC is verified for
the first time. After that, the goal of DL-based AMC
methods is to design models with higher classification
performance, faster computation speed, smaller model size,
and fewer labeled samples for training [6]–[9]. J. Xu et
al. [10] proposed a structure with 1D convolution, 2D
convolution and long short-term memory (LSTM), named
as MCLDNN, and it can extract and fuse spatiotemporal
features from the in-phase (I) component, quadrature (Q)
component and both IQ component. It can outperform the
previously proposed DL-based AMC methods. Based on
MCLDNN, paper [11] proposed a lightweight and lowcomplexity structure, combining parameter estimation and
transformation (PET), 2D convolutional layer, and gated
recurrent unit (GRU), which is denoted as PET-CGDNN. It
can have the similar performance with MCLDNN, but the
model size of the former is only less than 1/5 of that of the
latter. F. Zhang et al. [12] proposed a robust structure based
on multiple convolutional blocks with residual connection and
asymmetric convolution kernels, named as MCNet, which also
achieved outstanding performance. X. Fu et al. [13] introduced
separable convolution to modify DL models, i.e., separable
CNN (SCNN), for reducing parameters and computational
complexity. However, simple modification can only reduce a
certain amount of computation, and the performance of these
models can not reach that of MCLDNN and PET-CGDNN.
In this paper, we focus on the model designing of
lightweight and low-complexity structure. Therefore, a ultra
lite CNN (ULCNN) model is proposed for AMC. This model
has the similar classification performance with MCLDNN, and
its average accuracy can reach up to 62.47% in RML2016.10a;
It has equivalent computation speed to SCNN and MCNet, and
the interference time per sample is less than 1 ms on a typical
edge device, and almost 0.01 ms on GPU. More importantly,
it has far smaller mode size than all existing DL models for
AMC, which has only 9,751 parameters.
II. S IGNAL M ODEL
The equivalent complex baseband signal model is given as
x(k) = h(k) ∗ s(k) + n(k), k ∈ [1, K],

(1)

where x(k) represents the received signal, h(k) represents the
wireless channel, s(k) represents the transmitted signal, and
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n(k) represents the additive white Gaussian noise. Hence,
a complex baseband signal sample can be written as x =
[x(1), x(2), · · · , x(K)], and the DL-based AMC problem can
be described as
ŷ = arg max f (y|x; W),

(2)

y∈Y

where y and ŷ are the ground-truth modulation type and
the predicted modulation type, respectively; Y represents the
modulation type pooling; f (W) is the mapping function from
samples to modulation types, where W is the model weight.
In the DL-based AMC method, the core is to design an
efficient DL model (i.e., f (W)) with high accuracy and low
complexity. Thus, we propose a ULCNN model for AMC in
the next section, and aim to achieve a lite structure with high
accuracy, small model size and low computational complexity.
III. T HE P ROPOSED ULCNN- BASED AMC M ETHOD
The proposed ULCNN-based AMC method is shown
in Fig. 1, which consists of three key components, i.e.,
complex-valued (CV) convolution-based IQ channel fusion
(IQCF) module, separable convolution-based feature mining
and dimensionality reduction (FMDR) module, and crosslayer feature fusion (CLFF) module. Firstly, the IQCF module,
based on CV convolution, is applied to mine the correlation
of in-phase and quadrature channels. Then, six cascaded
FMDR modules, following behind the IQCF module, are
applied for both extracting in-depth features and reducing the
dimensionality of features. Finally, the CLFF module is used
to fuse the different levels of in-depth features, and these fused
features are fed into the last fully-connection (FC) layer for
modulation classification.
In addition, there are two tricks for better performances, i.e.,
data augmentation (DA) and adaptive learning rate. The former
is applied to expand the number of training samples in the preprocessing phase, and the latter is applied for automatically
adjust the learning rate according to the training effect in the
training phase. The detailed algorithm is given in Alg. 1.
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Fig. 1. The overview of ULCNN for AMC.

are the operations of obtaining the real and imaginary parts,
respectively, and these two parts are also corresponding to the
in-phase and quadrature components. Based on the DA, The
number of the augmented samples for training is four time
that of the original samples.
B. The Key Components of ULCNN
1) IQCF module: The IQCF module is based on CV
convolution, and it aims to fuse the in-phase and quadrature
components of signal samples and find the correlation between
them [15]. The formula of CV convolution can be written as
e = R(WCV ) ∗ R(e
WCV ∗ x
x) − I(WCV ) ∗ I(e
x)
+ j · [R(WCV ) ∗ I(e
x) + I(WCV ) ∗ R(e
x)] ,
(4)
where WCV is the weight of CV convolution. Assuming
that there are NCV neurons, the kernel size is Ske , the
convolution stride is 1, and the dimensionality of the input
complex baseband signal samples is K × 1, the number
of the multiply-accumulate (MACC) operations about one
CV convolution layer, which a typical measurement of the
computation complexity, can be expressed as
MACC
NCV
= 4 × K × 1 × NCV × Ske .

In this paper, rotation [14], as a simple but efficient DA
method, is used for augmenting samples in the training phase.
The augmented sample can be written as

 


R(e
x)
cosθ − sinθ
R(x)
=
,
(3)
I(e
x)
sinθ
cosθ
I(x)
e is the augmented training sample; θ
where x
∈
{0, π/2, π, 3π/2} is the angle of rotation; R(·) and I(·)

(5)

There are CV batch normalization (CVBN) and CV rectified
linear unit (CVReLU), following behind the CV convolution
layer. Thus, the output feature map of the IQCF module is
etr )], the dimensionality
MIQCF = fCVReLU [fCVBN (WCV ∗ x
of that is K ×NCV . In addition, considering that the following
modules are based on real-valued (RV) operations, MIQCF
needs to be converted into a RV matrix, and the converted
output is [R(MIQCF ), I(MIQCF )]T with dimensionality K ×
2NCV . Thus, under the condition of NCV = 16 and K = 128,
the output dimensionality is 128 × 32, rather than 128 × 16.
2) FMDR module: The main goal of the FMDR module is
to extract the in-depth features and gradually reduce feature
dimensionality. Here, the designed FMDR module consists
of separable convolution, channel shuffle (CS) and channel
attention (CA). The separable convolution is a lightweight
convolution with fewer parameters and lower computation
complexity, when comparing with the standard convolution,
and it consists of the depth-wise (DW) convolution and the
point-wise (PW) convolution. Assuming that the input of
one FMDR module is IFMDR with dimensionality NFMDR ×
CFMDR , the output feature map of the DW convolution can
be expressed as
MDW = IFMDR (:, c) ∗ WDW (:, c), c ∈ [1, CFMDR ],

A. DA Method for Training Samples

2

(6)

where WDW is the weight of the DW convolution. Here,
the convolution stride is set as 2, and the dimensionality
can be reduced to NFMDR /2 × CFMDR . Moreover, the PW
convolution is a standard convolution with the kernel size of
1 and the convolution stride of 1. The output feature map
of the PW convolution is MPW = MDW ∗ WPW , and
is dimensionality is NFMDR /2 × NPW , where NPW is the
number of neurons in the PW convolution. It is noted that
we set NPW = 2NCV , which is to ensure that the output
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channels of each layer are consistent for minimizing memory
access cost [17].
Here, the separable convolution is applied to reduce the
computational complexity and the parameters. The number of
the MACC operations about one separable convolution layer
can be written as
MACC
NSep

NFMDR
× CFMDR × Ske
=
2
NFMDR
+
× CFMDR × NPW × 1.
2

(7)

It is obvious that the computation complexity of the
separable convolution layer is only 1/NPW + 1/Ske of that
of the standard convolution layer (The number of neurons is
NPW , the kernel size is Ske , and the convolution stride is 2).
Following behind the separable convolution layer, CS and CA
are applied for enhancing the classification performance. CS
is an operation of disrupting the channel order of the input
feature map, i.e., MCS = fCS (MPW ). The detailed principle
is given in Fig. 2(a), where these channels need to be grouped
first and then be reordered.
The principle of CA [16] is given in Fig. 2(b). First,
the feature map MCS is fed into both the global average
pooling operation and the the global max pooling operation
for two feature vectors; Then, these two feature vectors
pass through a shared deep neural network (DNN) for their
corresponding attention vectors, and this DNN has two FC
PW
and NPW neurons, respectively; Next, these
layers with N16
two attention vectors are added and Sigmoid is applied to
the superimposed vector for the final channel attention vector
VCA = fSigmoid {fDNN [fGAP (MCS )]+fDNN [fGMP (MCS )]};
Finally, the output feature map can be written as

where MlCA is the output feature map of the l-th FMDR
module, and MCLFF is fed into a FC layer with Softmax
activation function for classification.
C. Loss Function and Optimizer with Adaptive Learning Rate
Here, the loss function is cross entropy loss function, which
is a common loss function for multi-category classification
problem, and Adam with the adaptive learning rate is applied
as optimizer. The rule of adaptive learning rate is that if
the validation loss cannot be reduced within ten epoches, the
learning rate will decay to 80% of the original.
Algorithm 1: The proposed ULCNN-based AMC.
Input : Training dataset Dtr , validation dataset Dva ;
Output : The model weight W∗ ;
1
2
3
4

5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

MFMDR (:, n) = MCS (:, n) · VCA (n), n ∈ [1, NPW ].

(8)

3

16
17
18
19

[Model construction and hyper-parameter initialization]:
Construct ULCNN f (W) by Fig. 1, and set cross entropy
LCE as loss function;
Initialize the model weight W0 ;
Set hyper-parameters, including the number of maximum
training epoches T = 200, the batch size Sbatch = 128,
initial learning rate η;
[Data augmentation phase]:
Augment the samples in Dtr to four times the original by
e tr ;
rotation in Eq. 3. i.e., D
[Training phase]:
W∗ = W0 , t∗ = 0;
for t = 1, 2, ..., T do
e tr ;
Update W by Adam, η and D
if LCE [f (Wt ); Dva ] < LCE [f (W∗ ); Dva ] then
W∗ = Wt ;
t∗ = t;
end
else if t − t∗ = 10 then
η = η × 0.8;
end
end
return W∗

Channel grouping

IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS
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Here, the simulation environment is GTX1080Ti with
Python3.7, Tensorflow1.14 and Keras2.1.4, and the simulation
results are based on RML2016.10a. The dataset for this paper
is RML2016.10a, where the number of the training, validation,
and test samples is 77,000, 33,000, and 110,000, respectively.
Moreover, NCV is 16, while NPW is 32; Ske is set as 5. In
addition, the initial learning rate, the number of epoches and
the batch size are 0.001, 200, and 128.

(b) The principle of CA

A. Classification Performance

Fig. 2. The principles of CS and CA.

3) CLFF module: CLFF module is applied to fuse these indepth features from the fourth, the fifth and the sixth FDMR
modules by add operation, which can be written as
MCLFF =

6
X
l=4

fGAP (MlFMDR ),

(9)

Here, the classification performance is given in Fig. 3. It
is obvious that without the assistance of DA, our proposed
ULCNN outperforms other comparison methods. In detail,
the average accuracy of our proposed ULCNN at all SNRs
can reach 57.13%, and it has 0.91% and 0.39% improvement
in the average classification performance, when comparing
with MCLDNN and PET-GCDNN. Of course, the proposed
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Fig. 4. (a) Ablation studies. “Without **” means removing the operation,
“Fixed learning rate” means replacing adaptive learning rate with fixed
learning rate, and “RV convolution-based IQCF” means replacing CV
convolution with RV convolution in IQCF module; (b) The influences of the
number of FMDR modules.
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simulation results show that all components in ULCNN are
useful.
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ULCNN also outperforms MCNet and far exceeds SCNN in
the classification performance.
More importantly, if DA is applied, these above five
methods will achieve great performance improvement, and
their improved average classification performance can reach
1.94%∼6.33%, which demonstrates the importance of the
number of training samples. In detail, MCLDNN has better
performance than other methods, whose average classification
accuracy can be 62.55%, but our proposed ULCNN also
achieves advanced performance, which only has 0.08%
average classification performance gap with MCLDNN. In
addition, MCLDNN and ULCNN can both achieve high than
92% classification accuracy at high SNRs (for instance, SNR
≥ 6dB), which is far higher than the classification accuracy of
about 84% and 85% under the condition of no DA operation.
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Moreover, the influence of the number of FMDR modules
LFMDR is given in Fig. 4(b), which shows that if 4 ≤
LFMDR ≤ 6 and without CLFF module, their average
accuracies are similar, i.e., more than 62.00%, but when
LFMDR = 2 or LFMDR = 3, their average accuracies are
far less than 62.00%. Thus, the reason why we choose the indepth features from these three FMDR modules for fusion is
that when AMC is based on the in-depth features from these
three modules respectively, they have the similar classification
performance, but they also have their own advantages at some
SNRs. For instance, the classification performance at low
SNRs, based on the in-depth features from the sixth FDMR
module, has better performance, while that at high SNRs,
based on the in-depth features from the fifth FDMR module,
has better performance. Although the average performance of
ULCNN with CLFF module is better than that with a different
number of FMDR modules and without CLFF modules, the
former cannot outperform the latter at each SNR. In the CLFF
module, the simple additive fusion method does not seem to
fully absorb the advantages from different FMDR modules.
Therefore, more effective fusion methods need to be designed
in the follow-up work.

15

SNR/dB

(b) With DA
Fig. 3. The classification performance of different methods. It is noted that
“[**.**%]” represents the average classification performance.

B. Ablation Studies
The ablation studies are given in Fig. 4(a), and six
key components are discussed. Obviously, DA is the most
important component in these component, which has been
analyzed in the above section. Except DA, the CS component
and the CA component also play great roles in the performance
improvement, and their improved accuracies can reach up to
0.91% and 1.54%. In addition, CV convolution-based IQCF
module, CLFF module, and adaptive learning rate also have a
certain effect on performance improvement, and the improved

C. Complexity Analysis
In this paper, we give two metrics, the number of the
MACC operations N MACC (indirect metric) and the inference
time per sample (direct metric), to describe the computational
complexity, while the number of the parameters N Para
represents the model size. In addition, it is noted that we
only calculate N MACC about the main components, including
the convolution layers, FC layers and attention operations, but
some minor components with very less calculation, such as
activation function, pooling and BN, are not considered. The
detailed results are given in Tab. I.
Simulation results show that our proposed ULCNN only
has less than 10,000 parameters, which is almost 1/40 and 1/7
of the parameters of MCLDNN and PET-GCDNN, and it is
one of the DL models with the fewest parameters for AMC
in RML2016.10a. Similarly, the theoretical computational
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TABLE I
T HE COMPLEXITY OF DIFFERENT METHODS .
Methods

N Para

MCLDNN
406,199
104,395
SCNN
MCNet
90,763
PET-CGDNN
71,487
ULCNN (proposed) 9,751

N MACC
(×106 )
18.10
1.79
3.11
1.30
0.20

Inference time per sample on GPU (unit: second)
(Batch size = 1/10/100/1000)
6.68×10−3 7.06×10−4 1.50×10−4 3.13×10−5
2.22×10−3 2.40×10−4 3.85×10−5 1.01×10−5
4.18×10−3 4.42×10−4 7.17×10−5 8.40×10−6
3.46×10−2 3.55×10−3 3.70×10−4 4.12×10−5
6.31×10−3 6.27×10−4 5.96×10−5 1.08×10−5

Inference time per sample on edge device (unit: second)
(Batch size = 1/10/100/1000)
6.78×10−2 1.74×10−2 9.99×10−3
7.97×10−3
3.89×10−3 1.21×10−3 1.09×10−3
1.20×10−3
4.74×10−3 1.20×10−3 8.25×10−4
7.64×10−4
2.15×10−2 5.11×10−3 2.54×10−3
1.89×10−3
5.85×10−3 1.33×10−3 8.84×10−4
7.75×10−4

*The GPU is NVIDIA GTX 1080Ti, and the edge device is Raspberry Pi 4B with 8G RAM, and the above test is based on Python3.7, Tensorflow1.14
and Keras2.1.4.

complexity N MACC of our proposed ULCNN is far less than
that of other methods. Considering that N MACC can not
directly reflect the inference speed of the model, the inference
time per sample as the direct metric is also given. Here, these
methods are tested on the GPU and the edge device, which
represents the scenario with abundant computing power and
scenario with restricted computing power, and the former is
a GTX 1080Ti, while the latter is a Raspberry Pi 4B. The
detailed results are given in Tab. I.
Unfortunately, our proposed method is not the fastest model,
though its theoretical computational complexity is very low.
When tested on the GPU, SCNN and MCNet have outstanding
performance. Specifically, SCNN is faster than other methods
when tested on GPU or on the edge device with small bach
size, but MCNet can exceed SCNN, when the batch size
increases to a certain extent. In addition, our proposed ULCNN
has some disadvantages in testing on the GPU, but it has the
similar inference speeds with MCNet in testing on the edge
device, which demonstrates that our proposed method is more
suitable for the scenario with restricted computing power.
Here, the main reasons why the theoretical computational
complexity is seriously inconsistent with the actual inference
speed is that:
• In the theoretical computational complexity, the convolutional layer and the FC layer account for a huge
proportion. Although they consume most of the inference
time, other operations, including data I/O, CS operation
and element-wise operations (such as activation function,
add operation and so on), also occupy a considerable
amount of the inference time, and the latter is difficult to
reflect in the theoretical computational complexity [17].
For instance, the theoretical computational complexity of
PET-CGDNN is less than that of SCNN and MCNet, but
the former have slower inference speed than the latter
two. One of reasons is that although the PET operation
is a low-computational-complexity operation, it takes up
a lot of inference time.
• The degree of parallelism of the model will also affect
the inference time [17]. For instance, although MCNet
has higher theoretical computational complexity than
SCNN, PET-CGDNN and ULCNN, it is a highly parallel
structure, and is faster than other methods.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a ULCNN-based AMC method
by integrating various tricks to design a lightweight and

low-complexity DL model. Simulation results show the
performance superiority of our proposed AMC method, and
it is very suitable for edge scenarios with limited computing
power and storage space. In the future works, we aim to design
hardware-friendly DL models to accelerate its interference
by neural network pruning, neural network quantization,
knowledge distillation, and so on.
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